
As this is the Mother’s Day Edition we      

decided that instead of reviewing some 

exotic car (and don't worry next month we 

have something very special lined up) we 

would give some good old fashioned       

consumer advice to our ladies. 

 

On the whole ladies are not passionate 

about cars, but this doesn't mean that they 

will drive any old piece of scrap! 

 

So we haunted the dealerships of            

Johannesburg and tested over a dozen different cars looking 

for the best and worst car that is called “Mom’s Taxi”. 

 

The cars that we tested were the Porsche Cayenne, Audi Q5 

and Q7, Toyota Fortuner, (our old favourite) the Subaru       

Outback, Range Rover Sport, Land Rover Discovery, BMW X5, 

X3 and X1, the Hyundai H1, VW Kombi, Nissan Qashqai (or 

however you spell it…), the Mazda 5, VW Touran and Toureg, 

the Ford Territory and lastly the Volvo XC 90 & XC 60. 

 

This is an impressive list of most of the “family cars” on the 

market today, or at least the ones you would want to drive. 

 

The examination criteria was not just about performance, or 

power but rather the 

best package for your 

money. 

 

THE BEST 

 

The winner, hands 

down, is the Range 

Rover Sport. 

 

Whilst it is more        

expensive than some it offers the best comfort, safety, space 

and size, performance, prestige and overall driving    experience 

for your money.  Admittedly you could by two Toyota Fortuners 

for the price of one Range Rover, but which would you rather 

drive? 

 

The Range Rover offers levels of comfort found only 

in big luxury cars, and if you shop around you can 

pick a very decent one up for about R600 000.  Safety 

is what you would expect it to be… perfect!  Never 

will you wonder whether your precious cargo is in 

any danger. 

 

The driving experience is also what you would     

imagine, except much better.  The car is smooth as a 

Rolls Royce and as powerful as a Porsche, but       

everything is so effortless, AND the best part is when 

you decide to take the family off to a game reserve 

(face it - we live in Africa) or to do a bit of bundu 

bashing, the Rangie just sucks it all up and spits out 

the dust. 
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This is by FAR one of the best cars on the market and for what 

you pay you get a hell of a lot. 

 

THE WORST OF THE WORST 

 

Of all the cars we tested for this article the biggest loser was the 

hateful new spec BMW X3.  The old one was complete rubbish, 

and this one is no better. 

 

For reasons unknown BMW took what could have been the best 

compact SUV in the world and made it into the worst. 

 

The car performs poorly, its handles badly on road and EVEN 

WORSE off road, it drinks more fuel than a Boeing 747, it’s badly 

laid out, it is cramped, it’s ugly, it’s complicated to operate and 

nothing about it seems to make any sense at all. 

 

The car is horrible, and whilst the die-hard BMW fanatics are by 

now ready to march across the border, ask yourself this question.  

If I had the choice of any SUV would I choose the X3?  If you     

answered yes then you are an X3 driver, which is the sort of       

person who can proudly say, “I had the choice of ANY car on the 

market, but because I have no brains or taste I chose the X3!”. 

 

Mothers DO NOT put your children in an X3, because if you love 

them then you will far to much respect for them to place them 

inside this horrible, hateful motorcar. 

 

BMW should have let the old one die gracefully and not keep 

whipping the dead horse. 

THE RUNNERS UP 

Volvo XC 60 

 

One of the newer Swedes to escape from the Volvo 

camp and admittedly one of their best products.     

Pricing is a bit steep for what you get, but if there was 

no Range Rover on the market the XC 60 would be the 

clear winner. 

 

Subaru Outback 

 

This R400k wonder-work was tested by us a couple 

months ago and we loved it.  In it’s price segment 

definitely the best car and best value for money, and 

fun to drive too.  Unfortunately it’s just not a Range 

Rover. 

Toyota Fortuner 

 

Not a very exciting car but very good value for money.  

At R400k you cant go wrong… unless you want      

something better.  Admittedly one of the better  

Toyotas on the market as the build quality is good. 
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